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STRUCTURES OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS. III 
RINGS AND LATTICES OF INTEGER-VALUED CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
BY 
S. MROWKA *) 
(Cormnunicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of September 26, 1964) 
§ 1. Aim of the paper 
During the last sixteen years certain important connections between 
real-compact spaces and various structures (rings, lattices etc.) of con-
tinuous real-valued functions have been discovered (see [4], [5], [8], 
[9], [II]). Many of these results, however, carryover to the more general 
situation of E-compact spaces [7] and structures of continuous E-valued 
functions. 
The present paper is the third in a series of papers devoted to the 
study of this more general situation. Here we study the case of E=Z 
(the integers) and consider two structures of continuous integer-valued 
functions: rings of continuous integer-valued functions and lattices of 
such functions. 
In general, the results of this paper should not be considered as 
important in themselves. The aim of the paper is rather to exhibit the 
connections between E-compact spaces and structures of continuous 
E-valued functions for another particular case of E in hope that this 
will shed light on what can be expected in the general situation. Note 
also that a certain analogy between the theory of rings of continuous 
real-valued functions and that of rings of integer-valued continuous 
functions was already investigated by R. PIERCE [10]. 
§ 2. Real-compact spaces and rings O(X) 
The importance of the notion of real-compact spaces (also called 
Q-spaces) (see, for instance, [3]) for the study of rings of continuous real-
valued functions lies in the following theorems: 
(A) Every real homomorphism q; of the ring O(X) (= the ring of all 
continuous real-valued function8 on X) which does not vanish identically, 
admits the representation 
q;(f) = f(po) for every f in O(X), 
where po is a fixed point of X, if and only if X is real-compact. 
*) The author was supported by a National Science Foundation Grant No. 
GP-1843. 
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(B) Two real-compact 8pace8 X and Yare homeomorphic if and only 
if the ring8 C(X) and C(Y) are i8omorphic. 
(0) For every 8pace X there exi8t8 a real-compact 8pace Y 8uch that the 
ring8 C(X) and C(Y) are i8omorphic (if X i8 not real-compact, then X and 
Yare obviou8ly non-homeomorphic). 
In sections 3 to 6, we shall prove similar theorems for rings of con-
tinuous real-valued functions and N-compact spaces (see below). 
§ 3. N-compact 8pace8 
The notion of E-compact spaces (E is a fixed Hausdorff space) was 
introduced in [7). An associated notion of E-completely regular spaces 
was introduced [2]; [2] contains the first systematic investigation of 
these two notions. In particular, the following theorem was shown in [2] 
(Theorem 4): 
(D) For every E-completely regular 8pace X there8 exi8t8 a 8pace VEX 
8uch that: 
a) VEX i8 E-compact and it contain8 X a8 a den8e 8ub8pace; 
b) every continuou8 function f : X -l- Y, where Y i8 an arbitrary 
E-compact 8pace, admit8 a continuou8 exten8ion f* : VEX -l- Y. 
Let us consider the following spaces: D = {O, I} = the two point discrete 
space; N = the space of all non-negative integers = the countably infinite 
discrete space; N* = N u { + oo} = the one-point compactification of N; 
Z=the space of all integers. It was proved in [6], that a space X is E-
completely regular iff X can be topologically embedded into some topo-
logical potency Em of E (the name "E-completely regular" was not used 
in [6]). From this it is easy to derive that the following conditions are 
equivalent: a) X is O-dimensional Hausdorff; b) X is D-completely 
regular; c) X isN-completely regular; and d) X is N*-completely regular. 
On the other hand, from Theorem 2 of [2] one can easily obtain the 
equivalence of the following conditions: e) X is O-dimensional Hausdorff 
compact; f) X is D-compact; and g) X is N*-compact. Finally, since 
Nand Z are homeomorphic, Z-compact spaces coincide with N-compact 
spaces. (Note that the proof of statement (iv) in [2] (page 430) asserting 
that a O-dimensional Hausdorff space X is N-compact iff X is real-
compact contains a gap; in fact, this statement still remains in doubt.) 
The following theorem is shown in [l]: 
(E) An N-completely regular 8pace X i8 N-compact if and only if Jor 
every point po E vDX\X there exi8t8 a continuou8 function f : vDX -l- N* 
8uch that f(po) = +00 and f(p)< +00 for p EX. 
§ 4. Ring8 of integer-valued con~inuou8 function8 
One of the basic facts of the theory of rings of continuous real-valued 
functions is the theorem asserting that for every space X there exists 
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a completely regular space Xl such that the rings C(X) and C(Xl ) are 
isomorphic. A similar theorem holds also for rings of continuous integer-
valued functions. 
Given a space X, we denote by C(X, Z) the ring of all continuous integer-
valued functions on X -the ring operations in C(X, Z) are defined point-
wisely. (We say that an operation EB in C(X, Z) is defined pointwisely 
provided that there exists an operation EB in Z such that (f EB g)(p) = 
= I(p) EB g(p) for every I, g in C(X, Z) and every p in X). 
The following theorem is proved in [1]: 
(F) For any space X there exists an O-dimensional Hausdorff space Xl 
such that the rings C(X, Z) and C(Xl' Z) are isomorphic - in lact, C(X, Z) 
and C(Xl' Z) are isomorphic with respect to all pointwisely defined operations. 
§ 5. Elementary properties 01 ring homomorphisms 
Throughout this section cp denotes a ring homomorphism of C(X, Z) 
into Z which does not vanish identically. We shall list a few elementary 
properties of such homomorphisms. 
Let n, where nEZ, denote the constant function from G(X, Z) whose 
value is n. 
(i) cp(n)=n lor every n EZ. 
(ii) II I(p)-;>O lor every p in X, then cp(f»O. 
(iii) cp(lfI) = Icp(f) I· 
(iv) cp(f v g) = cp(f) v cp(g); cp(f" g) = cp(f) " cp(g) (v and" stand lor maxi-
mum and minimum, respectively). 
(v) II cp(f)=O, then l(p)=O lor some p in X. 
Proof. (1) is obvious. For (ii), we shall use the well-known Lagrange 
theorem: every n EN is the sum of four squares of members of N. Con-
sequently, if I(p)-;>O for every p in X; then there exists /1,/2, la, 14; 
Ii EC(X,Z); such that 1=/12+/22+/32 +/42 and it yields cp(f)=cp2(h)+ 
+ cp2(/2) + cp2(f3) + cp2(f4) -;> o. To prove (iii), use the fact that cp2( III) = cp2(f) 
and cp(lfI)-;>O. (iv) follows immediately from (iii). Finally, to prove (v), 
observe that if I(p) =1= 0 for every p in X, then f2(p) -1 -;> 0 for every p in X; 
consequently, by (ii) and (i), cp(f2)-I=cp(f2)-cp(1)=cp(f2-1)-;>O; thus 
cp2(f) = cp(f2) -;> 1. 
§ 6. Representation theorem lor ring homomorphisms and its applications 
Throughout this section, all spaces will be assumed to be O-dimensional 
Hausdorff. By a homomorphism we mean a ring homomorphism that 
does not vanish identically. 
We shall start with the following 
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Theorem 1. II X is a compact space, then every homomorphism 
q; : C(X, Z) --+ Z can be written in the lorm 
(*) q;(f) = I(po) lor every I in C(X, Z), 
where po is a fixed point 01 X. 
Proof. Assume that the statement of the theorem is false; i.e., 
assume that for every p E X there is an Ip E C(X, Z) such that q;(fp) =1= Ip(p). 
Let us set 
The class { Up : p E X} is an open cover of X; consequently there is a 
finite cover of X; say U PI' U P2' ... , I Pn. Consider the function 
1=(fPI-q;(fpI))2+ ... + (fPn-q;(fPn))2. 
By (i) of § 5, we have 
q;(f) = (q;(fPI))2 + ... + (q;(fpn) - q;(fPn))2 = 0; 
hence, by (v) of § 5; I(po) = 0 for some po in X; but the equality I(po) = 0 
implies that IPi(PO) = q;(fPi) for i= 1,2, ... , n; i.e., po rt Ui for i= 1,2, ... , n; 
which is impossible. * 
We can now prove the main theorem on ring homomorphisms. 
Theorem 2. Every homomorphism q; : C(X, Z) --+ Z can be written 
in the lorm 
q;(f) = I(po) lor every I in C(X, Z), 
where po is a fixed point 01 X, il and only il X is N-compact. 
Proof. If X is not N-compact, then vNX =1= X; select a point 
PI EVNX\X. Every function I EC(X,Z) admits an extension 1* E C(vNX,Z); 
clearly, this extension f* is unique. Define 
q;(f) = t*(PI) for every I in C(X, Z). 
Then q; is a homomorphism which cannot be written in the form (*). 
Conversely, assume that X is N-compact. Let us set 
(1) q;*(g)=q;(gIX) for every g in C(VDX, Z) 
(glX denotes the restriction of g to X). It follows from (i) of § 5, that 
q;* is a homomorphism that does not vanish identically. Since vDX is 
D-compact and, therefore, compact, there exists by Theorem 1, a point 
po E vDX such that 
(2) q;*(g)=g(po) for every g in C(VDX, Z). 
We shall prove that po EX. Assume that po E vDX\X. By (E) in § 2, 
there exists a continuous function g : vDX --+ N* such that g(po) = + 00 
and g(p) < +00 for p EX. Setting l=gIX, we have I EC(X,Z); let 
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k=cp(f). Consider the function /I=(k-l v (f 1\ (k+l)). We have 
(3) cp(h)=cp(k-l) v (cp(f) 1\ cp(k+l))= (k-1) v (k 1\ (k+ 1)) =k. 
On the other hand, there exists a neighborhood U of po (in VDX) such 
that g(p»k+1 for p E U, hence l(p»k+1 for p E Un X; therefore 
(4) /I(p) =k+ 1 for p E U n X. 
Now, /I is bounded, so the range of /I, Zo, is compact, hence /I admits a 
continuous extension gl : vDX ---7- Zo C Z, thus gl E C(VDX, Z). Since 
po EclvDX(UnX); we obtain from (4) that gl(Po)=k+1, hence, by (2), 
(5) cp*(gl)=k+ l. 
But glIX=/I, hence, by (1), cp*(gl)=cp(/I) and this contradicts (3). Thus 
po EX. 
Having shown that po E X we infer from (2) that 
(6) cp(f) = f(po) for every bounded f in C(X, Z). 
Now, let I be an arbitrary function in C(X, Z) and let k=cp(f). Consider the 
function /I=(k-l) v (f 1\ (k+l)). We have cp(h)=(k-1) v (lc 1\ (k+1))= 
= k = cp(f). But /I is bounded, hence k = cp(h) = /I(po). On the other hand, 
the equality /I(po) = k implies that I(po) = k, therefore cp(f) = I(po). This 
proves the theorem. 
From Theorem 2 one can easily derive the following: 
'l'heorem 3. II X and Yare N-compact spaces and the rings C(X, Z) 
and C(Y, Z) are isomorphic, then the spaces X and Yare homeomorphic. 
Outline of proof. Isomorphism between the rings C(X, Z) and 
C(Y, Z) induces a one-to-one correspondence between homomorphisms of 
the ring C(Y, Z) and those of C(X, Z); hence, by Theorem 2 one can 
obtain a one-to-one correspondence between point of Y and those of X. 
It remains to check that this correspondence is a homeomorphism. 
We also have the following: 
Theorem 4. For every space X there exists an N-compact space Y 
such that the rings C(X, Z) and C(Y, Z) are isomorphic. Clearly, il X is not 
N-compact, then X and Yare not homeomorphic. In other words, the class 
01 all N-compact spaces is a maximal class 01 spaces lor which Theorem 3 
holds. 
Proof. Take VNX as the space Y. The map cp(f)=g, where fEC(X,Z) 
and g is the only member of C(VNX, Z) with glX = I, is the isomorphism 
of C(X, Z) onto C(VNX, Z). 
§ 7. Lattices 01 integer-valued continuous lunctions 
Let L(X) denote the lattice of all real-valued continuous functions on 
X, (lattice operations on L(X) are defined pointwisely). SHIROTA [11] has 
shown the following 
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(G) II X and Yare real-compact spaces and the lattices L(X) and L(Y) 
are isomorphic, then X and Yare homeomorphic. 
Denote by L(X, Z) the lattice of all integer-valued continuous functions 
on X . We shall prove in this section: 
Theorem 5. II X and Yare N-compact spaces and the lattices L(X, Z) 
and L( Y, Z) are isomorphic, then X and Yare homeomorphic. 
We shall give a sequence of lemmas and definitions leading to a proof 
of this theorem. In the following, X is a fixed O-dimensional Hausdorff 
space. 
A prime ideal P of L(X, Z) (prime ideals are always assumed to be 
non-empty and different from L(X, Z» is said to be associated with a 
point po EO X provided that for every f, g EO L(X, Z), the conditions g EO P 
and I(po) < g(po) imply that f EO P. 
For a given po EO X and z EO Z, we let 
P(po, z) = {t EO L(X, Z) : f(po) <z}. 
Clearly, P(Po, z) is always a prime ideal. 
Lemma 1. A prime ideal PC L(X, Z) is associated with a point 
po EO X if} P(Po, z) C P lor some z EO Z. 
Proof. Assume that P is associated with po and let z=max{t(po): lEOP}. 
If f(po) < z, then there is a g EO P with I(po) < g(po). Therefore f EO P and 
it follows that P(Po, z) C P (and also that z< +00). Conversely, assume 
that P(Po, z) C P for some z EO Z and let g EO P, f EO L(X, Z) and f(po) <g(po). 
There exists a clopen (= closed and open) neighborhood U PO of po such 
that I(p) < g(p) for p EO U po, Define the function gl as follows: gl(P) < z-l 
for p EO U PO and gl(P) = f(p) for p EO X\ U po, Then gl EO L(X, Z) and g(po) < z, 
hence gl EO P(Po, z), therefore gl EO P, consequently g v gl EO P j but f<g v gl, 
therefore I EO P. Thus P is associated with po. 
Lemma 2. Every prime ideal PC L(X, Z) is associated with at most 
one point 01 X. 
Proof. If PI, P2 EO X, PI =1= P2 and Zl, Z2 EO Z, then every function f in 
L(X, Z) can be written in the form 1=/1 v 12, where /1 EO P(pI, Zl) and 
12 EO P(P2, Z2); consequently no prime ideal P C L(X, Z) can contain both 
P(pl, Zl) and P(p2, Z2). 
Lemma 3. If a prime ideal PC L(X, Z) is associated with a point 
Irom X, then P satisfies the following condition 
(K) there is a sequence /1, 12, ... 01 members of L(X, Z) there exists a 
g EO P and an index n such that I<fn v g. 
Proof. It is clear that P(Po, z) satisfies (K) (with fn = n); moreover, 
if pi C P and pi satisfies (K), then P satisfies also. 
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Prime ideals satisfying the condition (K) will be called prime ideals 
of countable character. 
Lemma 4. X is N-compact iff lor every point po E vDX\X and lor 
every sequence /1,/2,... of continuous functions with In : X --+ N there 
exists a continuous function f : X --+ N such that lor every n there exists a 
neighborhood U of po (invDX) such that fn(P) <f(p) lor all pin UnXl). 
Proof. Assume that X is N-compact and let po E vDX, X. By (E) 
of § 3, there exists a continuous function g: vDX --+ N* such that 
g(po) = += and g(p) < += for p EX. Let us set Un= {p E vDX : g(p»n}. 
Then Un is a clopen neighborhood of po; let gn be the characteristic 
function of Un. Given any sequence 11, /2, ... of continuous functions 
with fn : X --+ N, we define 
I(p) = (/1(p) + I)· gl(P) + (/2(p) + I). g2(P) + ... 
for p EX. 
It is easy to check that 1 is well-defined and continuous (only a finite 
number of terms of the above series are different from 0 in a neighborhood 
of each point of X) and clearly I n(P) < I(p) for p E X nUn. 
Conversely, if the condition of the lemma is satisfied, then, setting 
In= n and taking an arbitrary point po E vDX\X, we obtain a continuous 
function I : X --+ N such that In(p»n for all p E Un X, where U is a 
neighborhood of po. If t* denotes the continuous extension of I with 
t* : vDX --+ N, then clearly t*(Po) = += for p EX. Thus by (E) of § 2, 
X is N-compact. 
Lemma 5. X is N-compact iff every prime ideal PC L(X, Z) 01 
countable character is associated with a point 01 X. 
Proof. Assume that X is N-compact and let PC L(X, Z) be a prime 
ideal of countable character. Denote by Z* the natural two-point compacti-
fication of Z (i.e., Z* =Z u {± =}). Z*, with the natural ordering, is a 
chain which is an extension of Z. For every 1 in L(X, Z) we denote by 1* 
the continuous extension of t* : vDX --+ Z*. Assume that for every p in 
vDX there is a pair of functions Ip, gp E L(X, Z) such that gp E P, Ip f- P 
and Ip*(p) <gp*(p). Setting Up={g EVDX : Ip*(g) <gp*(g)}; we see that 
{Up: p E VDX} is an open cover VDX; consequently, there exists a finite 
cover UPI' UP2 , ... , UPn' Setting 1=lpIlllp211 ... IIIPnandg=gpI vgP2 v ... 
... V gPn' we have If- P and g E P; but clearly I<g and this is a contra-
diction. We have shown that there exists a point po E vDX such that 
(i) lor every I, g E L(X, Z), the condition g E P and t*(Po) <g*(po) 
imply that I E P. 
I) There is an analogue of this lemma for real· compact spaces: a completely 
regular space X is real-compact iff for every po E fJX\X and every sequence /1, /2, ... of 
continuous functions with f n : X --l>- fJl (= the reals) , there exists a continuous function 
f: X --l>- fJl such that for every n there exists a neighborhood U of po (in fJX) such that 
/(p)<fn(p) for all p in U. Proof is similar to that of Lemma 4. 
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We shall now prove that po EX. Indeed, assume that po E vDX\X. 
Let ho be a function from L(X, Z) - P; let /1, /2, ... be a sequence whose 
existence is asserted in the condition ( ); finally, let to be a function 
whose existence is asserted in Lemma 4. Then there exists a go E P and 
an index n such that 
(ii) to vho<.tn v go. 
On the other hand there exists a neighborhood U of po in vDX such that 
(iii) tn(P)<t(p) for p E U n X; 
clearly U can be assumed to be clopen. It follows from (ii) and (iii) that 
(iv) (to v ho)(p) <.g(p) for p E Un X. 
Define a function gi E L(X, Z); setting 
(v) gl(p)=g*(Po)-1 for p E Un X, 
and 
(vi) gl(P) = (to v ho)(p) for p E X\U. 
Clearly, gl*(Po)=g*(Po)-1<g*(po); hence by (i), gIEP, therefore 
g v gi E P; but from (iv) and (vi) we have to v ho <. g v gl; consequently 
to v ho E P, hence ho E P; contrary to the assumption. We have thus 
shown that po E X, but if so, then (i) asserts that P is associated with po. 
Conversely, assume that X is not N-compact. Then X#-VNX; let 
po E vNX\X. For every t in L(X, Z), f* will now denote the continuous 
extension of t with t* : VNX ~ Z. Define P= {t E L(X, Z) : t*(Po) < O}. 
It is easy to check that P is a prime ideal of countable character but P 
is associated with no point of X. 
Lemma 6. Let X be N-compact and let PI, P 2 C L(X, Z) be two 
prime ideals ot countable ahcrtacer. PI and P 2 are associated with the same 
point ot X iff the intersection PI n P 2 contains a prime ideal ot countable 
character. 
Proof. If PI and P 2 are both associated with a point po E X, then 
P(Po, ZI) C PI and P(Po, Z2) C P 2 for some ZI, Z2 E Z. Clearly, P(Po, zo) C 
C PI n P 2 ; where Zo = ZI A Z2, and P(po, zo) is a prime ideal of a countable 
character. Conversely, if PC L(X, Z) is a prime ideal countable character 
with PC PI n P, then by Lemmas 5 and 1, P(Po, z) C P for some po 
in X and some Z in Z; oonsequently P(Po, z) C PI n P 2, thus PI and P 2 
are both associated with po. 
Denote by 'Ttp, where p E X, the class of all prime ideals associated 
with p. 
Lemma 7. Let po E X and A ex. po E.if iff there is a Po E'Ttpo and 
there is a collection {P p : pEA} such that P p E 'Ttp jor every p in A and 
0#-n {Pp : pEA} CPo. 
6 Series A 
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Proof. Assume that po E A. Let us set Po=P(Po, 1) and Pp=P(p, 1) 
for every pin A. Clearly, Po E npo and Pp E np for every p in A; Moreover, 
n{Pp :pEA}#0;indeedOEn{Pp :pEA}.Now,if/En{Pp :pEA}, 
then I(p) < 1 for every p in A, hence I(p) ,;;;;; 0 for every p in A; consequently 
l(po)';;;;;O< 1, therefore 1 E Po. Thus n {Pp : pEA} CPo. 
Conversely, assume that po 1= A; let Po E npo and let {P p : pEA} be 
any collection with P p E np for every pEA and n {P p : pEA} # 0. Let 
10 be a function from L(X, Z)\Po; let go be a function from n {P p : pEA}. 
Let U be a clopen neighborhood of po with UnA = 0. Define the function 
1 setting I(p) = lo(po) + 1 for p E U and I(p) = go(p) - 1 for p E X\ U. Then 
1 E L(X, Z), 11= Po and 1 E n {Pp : pEA} rt Po. 
Proof of Theorem 5. If X is N-compact, then Lemmas 2,5 and 
6 show how to define points of X in terms of L(X, Z) and Lemma 7 shows 
how to define the topology of X in terms of L(X, Z). 
(University Park, Pennsylvania) 
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